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Using the path-integral technique we examine the mutual information for the communication
channel modelled by the nonlinear Schrodinger equation with additive Gaussian noise. The nonlinear
Schrodinger equation is one of the fundamental models in nonlinear physics, and it has a broad range
of applications, including ber optical communications  the backbone of the Internet. At large
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) we present the mutual information through the path-integral which is
convenient for the perturbative expansion in nonlinearity. In the limit of small noise and small
nonlinearity we derive analytically the rst nonzero nonlinear correction to the mutual information
for the channel.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There is a known link between entropy production
in physical systems [1] and loss of information due to
noise in communication channels [2]. Considering eld
(signal) evolution in dynamical system with noise, one
can examine a continuous change of the mutual infor-
mation between the initial and dynamically evolving
elds (signals). The mutual information is a measure
of the amount of information that can be obtained about
one random variable (in this example - an initial eld
X) by observing another variable (here - the evolving
eld Y ). The mutual information IP [X] (in continuous-
input, continuous-output system) is expressed through
the path-integral over input X and output Y elds:
IP [X] =
Z
DXDY P [X]P [Y jX] log P [Y jX]
Pout[Y ]
; (1)
where P [X] is the probability density function (PDF) of
the initial signal X with the xed nite average power
Pave. The function P [Y jX] in Eq. (1) is the conditional
probability density function, that is the probability den-
sity of receiving output signal Y when the input signal is
X. The output signal PDF Pout[Y ] in Eq. (1) reads
Pout[Y ] =
Z
DXP [X]P [Y jX]: (2)
Both signals X and Y may be discrete or continuous.
When X is discrete, the notation integral over X stands
for the summation of an under integral function over its
discrete support. In the traditional communication sys-
tems functions X and Y usually have a bounded fre-
quency supports, say, the signal X(!) is not zero only
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when ! 2 W and Y (!) is located within the interval
! 2 fW . In general, domains W and fW might be dif-
ferent, due to both nonlinear induced signal spreading in
the channel, and ltering at the receiver (or inline).
Mutual information (1) is a dierence between the en-
tropy of the output signal
H[Y ] =  
Z
DY Pout[Y ] logPout[Y ] (3)
and the conditional entropy
H[Y jX] =  
Z
DXDY P [X]P [Y jX] logP [Y jX]: (4)
When the signal and noise in the channel are independent
variables and the received signal Y is the sum of the
transmitted signal X and the noise, then it can be shown
explicitly that the entropy of the output signal H[Y ] is
greater than the entropy of the input signal
H[X] =  
Z
DXP [X] logP [X] : (5)
In this case, the transmission rate is the entropy of the re-
ceived signal less the entropy H[Y jX] which is due to im-
pact of the noise. The maximal information transmission
rate over a given bandwidth is given by the maximum of
the functional IP [X] over input eld distributions P [X]
and is referred to as the channel (Shannon) capacity C.
This quantity was calculated for the linear channels with
an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) in Ref. [2]:
C / log (1 + SNR) ; (6)
where SNR is a signal-to-noise power ratio. This seminal
theoretical result is the foundation of communication the-
ory and it has proven its importance in a number of prac-
tical applications. To some extent, the Eq. (6) worked so
well in so many situations that some engineers cease to
2distinguish the general Shannon expression for capacity
and particular result for the specic linear channel with
AWGN (6).
Recent advances in optical ber communications where
the channel is nonlinear, as opposite to the linear chan-
nel with AWGN, attracted interest to calculation of the
Shannon capacity for nonlinear channels. To increase the
channel capacity over a certain bandwidth with a given
accumulated noise of optical ampliers, one has to in-
crease the signal power, see (6). This works in the low
SNR limit but the refraction index dependence of the
bers on light intensity (the Kerr eect) dramatically
changes the propagation properties of the ber optical
channel at higher signal power. In other words, the op-
tical ber channel becomes nonlinear at high light inten-
sity.
Recent studies have shown that the spectral eciency
(that is, the number of bits, or nats, transmitted per sec-
ond per Hertz  practical characteristics having the same
dimension as the channel capacity per spectral unit) of
a ber optical channel is limited by the Kerr nonlinear-
ity. These studies indicated that observable spectral e-
ciency always turns out to be less than the Shannon limit
of the corresponding linear channel with AWGN (6) [3
7]. It has been observed that the spectral eciency of the
nonlinear channel decreases with increasing SNR at high
enough values of SNR [35, 7]. This analysis certainly
provides only a lower bound on channel capacity and
does not prove that the Shannon nonlinear ber chan-
nel capacity is decreasing with power; see, for example,
discussions in [812]. As a matter of fact, the decrease of
the spectral eciency can be linked to dierent eects.
The rst eect is the nonlinear interaction of the signal
with noise, which leads to eective increase of the noise
power. The second one is the leak of the signal power
out of the lter domain fW even for zero noise case, i.e.
not complete collection of the transmitted signal at the
receiver.
In [8] it was shown that the capacity of certain non-
linear channels could not decrease with SNR. Also for
the nondispersive nonlinear channel it was shown that
the channel capacity is growing with increasing SNR, see
Refs. [1113]. However, the capacity of nonlinear ber
channels is still an open problem of great practical and
fundamental importance. Therefore, it is important to
develop new techniques and mathematical methods to
study this problem, especially in the most important case
of large SNR.
The ber optical channel contains the ber links where
the signal propagates and the signal amplitude decreases,
and ampliers which compensate the amplitude decreas-
ing. Also the ampliers are the noise source in the chan-
nel. In the series of papers [1417] it was shown that
such ber optic channel can be described by the non-
linear Schrodinger equation (NLSE) with additive white
Gaussian noise. In the present paper we calculate analyt-
ically the mutual information for the channel described
by the nonlinear Schrodinger equation with AWGN in the
leading nonzero order in nonlinearity and at large SNR.
We demonstrate that the rst nonlinear correction for the
channel with dispersion is negative and it is quadratic in
the Kerr nonlinearity parameter. We compare our result
for the mutual information in the case of the channel with
nonzero dispersion and the exact result for the nonlinear
nondispersive channel. We show that there is the region
of the parameter SNR where the obtained mutual infor-
mation is greater than that obtained for the channel with
zero dispersion. We also show that the region becomes
wider with increasing of the dispersion parameter.
The article is organized as follows: in the Section II we
consider the channel model and the general structure of
the conditional probability density function. In the Sec-
tion III we obtain the general expressions for the output
signal entropy, conditional entropy and the mutual in-
formation. The Section IV is focused on the calculation
of the rst nonlinear correction to the mutual informa-
tion and comparison of the result obtained with that for
the nondispersive channel. In the Conclusion we discuss
our results. The details of calculation are presented in
Appendixes.
II. NONLINEAR CHANNEL MODEL AND THE
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY AT SMALL
NOISE POWER
In our model the propagation of the signal  (z; t) is
described by the NLSE with AWGN, see [1417]:
@z + i@
2
t    ij j2 = (z; t) ; (7)
where  is the dispersion coecient,  is the Kerr non-
linearity coecient, (z; t) is an additive complex white
noise with zero mean h(z; t)i = 0 and correlation func-
tion
h(z; t)(z0; t0)i = Q(z   z0)(t  t0) ; (8)
where bar means complex conjugation, and Q is a power
of the white Gaussian noise (z; t) per unit length and per
unit frequency. The initial condition for the signal  (z; t)
is  (z = 0; t) = X(t) and we dene:  (z = L; t) = Y (t).
Here L is signal propagation distance. As we mentioned
previously we consider the case where the input signal X
has the bounded frequency support W . Therefore it is
convenient to consider the problem in the frequency do-
main. Any functions in the time and frequency domains
are related as follows: f(z; t) =
R
d!
2 e
 i!tf!(z). In the
frequency domain our Eqs. (7) and (8) have the form:
@z !(z)  i!2 !(z) 
i
1Z
 1
d!1d!2
(2)2
 !1(z) !2(z)
 !3(z) = !(z) ; (9)
where !3 = !1 + !2   !,
h!(z)!0(z0)i = 2Q(z   z0)(!   !0)W 0(!) ; (10)
3where W 0(!) = (W
0=2   !)(W 0=2 + !), with (x)
being Heaviside -function. Strictly speaking the nite
frequency domain of the noise means that the noise is not
white having the nite frequency support W 0. But if W 0
is much larger than the frequency domain of the signal
 !(z) (i.e. W
0 W andW 0  fW ) then the noise can be
treated as a white one. Our results will not depend on the
parameterW 0 and at the nal stage we consider innitely
largeW 0 (true white noise). It is worth emphasizing that
in a nonlinear channel transmitted and received signal
bandwidths can dier from each other. Therefore, we
assume here that in general, the input X(!) and output
Y (!) signals have frequency domains [ W=2; W=2] and
[ fW=2; fW=2] respectively.
The model of the input signal X. We imply that the
input signal X(!) is not zero in the frequency domainW
and X(!) = 0 in the domain W 0 nW . In the domain W
the signal X(!) has the PDF with zero mean and with
xed average power. Since X(!) in the domain W 0 nW
is dened and is equal to zero the PDF has the form of
delta-function in the domain. Therefore one has
P [X(!)] = P
(M)
X [X(!)]
QM 0 M
j2W 0nW (Xj) : (11)
Here we divide the domain W 0 into M 0 equal intervals
and the domainW intoM equal intervals. The form (11)
stands for the fact that we have M independent complex
meaning channels in the domain W with the same PDF
in every channel:
P
(M)
X [X(!)] =
QM
j=1 P [Xj ]: (12)
Here (Xj) = (ReXj)(ImXj) is the -function, Xj =
X(!j). The frequency domain W (W
0) is divided by M
(M 0) grids spacing  = W=(2M) = W 0=(2M 0). The
distribution (11) means that there are M elementary in-
dependent complex coecients presenting information in
the spectral domain W . The average power for P [X(!)]
reads
Pave = lim
T!1
Z
DXP [X(!)]
Z
W 0
d!
2T
jX(!)j2 = PW
2
;(13)
where T is the time interval containing the whole in-
put signal in the time domain. We will use the relation
M = TW=2 that corresponds to the Nyquist-Shannon-
Kotelnikov theorem [18]. In Eq. (13) we have introduced
quantity P that is the power per unit frequency (spectral
power density), it means that the average power in one
elementary spectral step is P. The measure in Eq. (13)
DX = QM 0j=1 dReXj dImXj is consistent with the nor-
malization conditionZ
DXP [X(!)] = 1: (14)
For typical ber optical links the ratio SNR = P=(QL) is
of order of 104. Therefore, in what follows we assume that
the parameter P is much greater than the accumulated
noise power QL in the channel (large SNR case):
P  QL: (15)
In Ref. [19] using the methods described in Refs. [20
22] the conditional probability density P [Y (!)jX(!)] for
our channel model was found. It was shown that the
quantity P [Y (!)jX(!)] can be expressed through the
path-integral:
P [Y (!)jX(!)] =  e S[	!(z)]=Q; (16)
 =
!(L)=0Z
!(0)=0
D e fS[	!(z)+!(z)] S[	!(z)]g=Q : (17)
Here the functional S[ ] is referred to as the action, and
it has the form
S[ ] =
LZ
0
dz
Z
W 0
d!
2
@z !(z)  i!2 !(z) 
i
Z
W 0
d!1d!2
(2)2
 !1(z) !2(z)
 !3(z)
2 ; (18)
where !3 = !1+!2 !. The function 	!(z) in Eq. (16)
is referred to as the classical trajectory. It is the ex-
tremum function of the action S, i.e. the action variation
is equal to zero on the function 	!(z): S[	] = 0 with
the boundary conditions 	!(0) = X(!), 	!(L) = Y (!).
We omit here the explicit form of the equation because it
is quite cumbersome, but one can nd it in the Appendix
A, see Eq. (A10). The path-integral in Eq. (17) is dened
in the discretization scheme that takes into account the
casuality principle, see details in Ref. [19]. The measure
D in Eq. (17) is dened as
D = lim
!0
lim
!0
 
Q
NM 0 M 0Y
j=1
N 1Y
i=1
di; j ; (19)
where di; j = dRei; j d Imi; j , i; j = !j (zi),  =
L=N is the coordinate grids spacing,  is the frequency
grids spacing introduced after Eq. (12). The measure
(19) is consistent with the normalization conditionZ
DY P [Y (!)jX(!)] = 1; (20)
where the measure DY is dened as
DY =
M 0Y
j=1
dReYj d ImYj ; Yj = Y (!j): (21)
Let us now consider the function P [Y (!)jX(!)] at
small Q. Our consideration of the P [Y jX] at small pa-
rameter Q is similar to the quasi-classical approximation
4in the quantum mechanics at small Planck's constant ~
[23]. Let us consider what output signals Y (!) are sta-
tistically signicant for P [Y (!)jX(!)] at given X(!), i.e.
when S[	] is less or of order of Q. The physical picture
is as follows. At small Q the trajectory 	!(z) can not
be suciently dierent from !(z) which is the solution
of Eq. (9) with zero noise  = 0 and with the bound-
ary condition !(0) = X(!). When solving (9) with
the xed X(!) and nonzero (but small) noise  we can
expect that the solution at z = L,  !(L), has the dier-
ence from !(z = L) that is proportional to
p
Q because
the average noise power per unit frequency is small, see
Eqs. (10), (15). That is why the dierence Y (!) !(L)
should be proportional to
p
QL. Thus, for such Y (!) we
can seek the solution 	!(z) as the series in parameterp
QL:
	!(z) = !(z) + {!(z); {!(z) =
1X
n=1
{(n)! (z); (22)
where {(n)! (z) / (QL)n=2. Inserting the solution (22) in
the action S[	] and taking into account that S[] = 0
we obtain S[	] = S2

{(1)

+ eS[{], where S2 {(1) is
the quadratic functional in {(1), i.e. S2

{(1)
 / Q, andeS[{] is the reminder functional that is suppressed in the
parameter Q (its expansion in Q starts from Q3=2). In
what follows we are interested only in the leading order
in parameter QL, therefore:
S[	]  S2
h
{(1)
i
=
LZ
0
dz
Z
W 0
d!
2
@z{(1)!   i!2{(1)!  
i
Z
W 0
d!1d!2
(2)2

2{(1)!1 !2 !3 + {
(1)
!3 !1!2
 2; (23)
where !3 = !1 + !2   !. The function {(1)! (z) obeys
the linear equation with coecients depending on !(z)
with the boundary conditions {(1)! (0) = 0, {(1)! (L) =
Y (!)   !(L). The equation for {(1) has a compact
form in the time domain: 
@z + i@
2
t   2ijj2

l[{(1)] + i2 l[{(1)] = 0;(24)
l[{] =
 
@z + i@
2
t

{   i  2jj2{ +2{ : (25)
This equation in the frequency domain is cumbersome,
therefore, we do not present it here but one can nd it
in the Appendix A, see Eq. (A12). Since the Eq. (24)
is linear in {(1) the solution of the equation for {(1)! (z)
linearly depends on its value Y (!) = Y (!)  !(L) on
the boundary z = L. Since the action (23) is quadratic
functional in {(1)! (z) we can write
S[	] 
Z
d! d!0Y ()(!)L; (!; !0)Y ()(!0); (26)
where Y (1)(!) = Re Y (!), Y (2)(!) = Im Y (!), and
L; (!; !0), (;  = 1; 2) is some integral kernel that
depends on function !(z). Note that the solution !(z)
of Eq. (9) can be written as !(L) =

L^X

(L; !)  L^X,
where L^ is the nonlinear evolution operator of Eq. (9),
see [24]. It means that in the leading order in Q the
kernel L; (!; !0) depends on input signal X(!) rather
than Y (!). The representation (26) is valid for arbitrary
nonlinearity but in the leading order in Q.
Let us consider the normalization factor  in Eq. (17).
In order to calculate  in the leading order inQ we should
keep only the quadratic in !(z) terms in the action dif-
ference, see Eq. (17). Using Laplace's method applied to
the path-integral one can show that the higher powers of
!(z) result in the suppressed corrections in the param-
eter Q. The coecients in the quadratic in !(z) terms
in the action dierence depend on the function 	, but
in the leading order in Q we can substitute  instead of
	. It means that in this order the normalization factor
 = [X] depends only on X(!). In the leading order
in Q the factor [X] can be found in several ways: by
the direct calculation of the path-integral or by using the
normalization condition (20). The latter readsZ
DY P [Y jX] = [X]
Z
DY e S[	!(z)]=Q = 1: (27)
In the discrete form the functions X(!) and Y (!) can
be presented as 2M 0-dimensional real vectors ~X and ~Y ,
respectively, which describe both real and imaginary part
of these quantities on the frequency grid. Thus Eq. (26)
reads in the discretization as follows:
S[	]  2 ~Y yL ~Y ; (28)
with L = L
h
~X
i
being 2M 02M 0-dimensional Hermitian
matrix depending on ~X only. For [X] one has
[X] =
p
det[L]  2=(Q)M 0 : (29)
Therefore in the leading order in Q the conditional prob-
ability density function P [Y jX] has the form:
P [Y jX] = [X] e 2 ~Y yL ~Y =Q: (30)
The conditional probability density function P [Y jX]
must obey the restriction [12, 19]:
lim
Q!0
P [Y jX] = (~Y  
  !
L^X); (31)
that is nothing more but the deterministic limit of zero
noise. In our approximation for the P [Y jX] this condi-
tion (31) is fullled automatically due to the exponential
form (30) and normalization factor (29). Now we can
move to the consideration of the output and conditional
signal entropies (3) and (4), respectively.
5III. ENTROPIES AND MUTUAL
INFORMATION
First we consider the PDF Pout[Y ], see Eq. (2). To
begin with we perform the decomposition of any 2M 0-
vector ( ~X, ~Y , etc.) ~V = ~V1  ~V2, where ~V1 is 2M -
dimensional vector corresponding to M meaning com-
plex channels in the frequency domain W , whereas ~V2
is 2(M 0  M)-dimensional vector corresponding to rem-
nant M 0 M complex channels in the frequency domain
W 0nW . The sign  means the direct sum. We substitute
the PDF P [X(!)] in the form (11) and the conditional
PDF P [Y jX] in the form (30) into the denition (2) and
obtain Pout[~Y ] in the discretization scheme:
Pout[~Y ] =
Z
d ~X1d ~X2P
(M)
X [
~X1]

~X2


[ ~X] e 
2 ~Y
yL ~Y =Q; (32)
where ~Y = ~Y  
  !
L^X, 

~X2

means 2(M 0   M)-
dimensional delta-function. For the following calculation
it is convenient to perform the transformation of the ac-
tion (28). We can write ~X =
   !
L^ 1Y  J ~Y +O( ~Y 2) using
that ~Y  pQ. Here Ji; i0 = @L^ 1Yi=@Yi0 is the Jacobian
matrix of the mapping L^ 1, i; i0 = 1; : : : ; 2M 0. Since the
Jacobian det[J ] has the unit absolute value, see [24], we
can write ~Y =  J 1 ~Z, where ~Z = ~X  
   !
L^ 1Y . Now we
change variables in Eq. (32) from ~X to ~Z = ~Z1  ~Z2. In
the new variables the action (28) reads S[	]  2 ~Z yK ~Z,
where Hermitian matrix K = J 1 yLJ 1 has the block
form
K = J 1 yLJ 1 =
K1 1; K1 2
K2 1; K2 2

: (33)
Here the block K1 1 is 2M  2M matrix, K1 2 is 2M 
2(M 0 M) matrix, K1 2 = Ky2 1, the block K2 2 is 2(M 0 
M)2(M 0 M) matrix. In the new variables the action
(28) has the form
S[	] 

~Z1 +K 11 1K1 2 ~Z2
y
K1 1

~Z1 +K 11 1K1 2 ~Z2

2 +
~Z y2
 K2 2  K2 1K 11 1K1 2 ~Z2 2; (34)
where matrices K depend on ~X = ~Z +
   !
L^ 1Y . Now
we can perform the integration over d~Z2, everywhere
substituting  
   !
L^ 1Y 2 instead of ~Z2 in view of the
delta-function. Passing to new variables ~Z 01 = ~Z1  
K 11 1K1 2
   !
L^ 1Y 2 we obtain in the leading order in 1=SNR
Pout[~Y ] =
Z
d~Z 01P
(M)
X [
~Z 01 +
   !
L^ 1Y 1 +K 11 1K1 2
   !
L^ 1Y 2]
[~Z 01 +
   !
L^ 1Y 1 +K 11 1K1 2
   !
L^ 1Y 2]e 
2 ~Z0y1 K1 1 ~Z01=Q 
exp

 
2
Q
   !
L^ 1Y y2
 K2 2  K2 1K 11 1K1 2   !L^ 1Y 2 : (35)
Since the rst exponent e 
2 ~Z0y1 K1 1 ~Z01=Q in Eq. (35)
is essentially narrower than the function P
(M)
X [X], see
Eq. (15), we can set ~Z 01 = 0 in the argument of P
(M)
X [X]
and in the argument of [X]. The second exponent in
Eq. (35) demonstrates that
   !
L^ 1Y 2 /
p
Q as well, there-
fore in the leading order in 1=SNR we can omit
   !
L^ 1Y 2
in the arguments of P
(M)
X [X] and [X]. After this sim-
plications we perform the Gaussian integration over ~Z 01
and nally obtain
Pout[~Y ] = P
(M)
X [
   !
L^ 1Y 1]
2 e
 2
    !
L^ 1Y y2(K2 2 K2 1K 11 1K1 2)
    !
L^ 1Y 2=Q; (36)
where
2 =
q
det[K2 2  K2 1K 11 1K1 2]
 
2=(Q)
M 0 M
: (37)
Here the matrices K depend on vector
   !
L^ 1Y 1. To
obtain Eq. (36) we have used the factorization identity
[X] = 1[X] 2[X]; (38)
where [X] is given by Eq. (29), i.e. [X] =p
det[L]  2=(Q)M 0 =pdet[K]  2=(Q)M 0 , and
1[X] =
p
det[K1 1]
 
2=(Q)
M
: (39)
Let us note that Pout[~Y ] obtained in the leading order in
1=SNR, see Eq. (36), is a product of the initial signal PDF
P
(M)
X in M complex meaning channels and some noise
distribution in the otherM 0 M complex channels which
depends on the signal
   !
L^ 1Y 1 of the meaning channels
through the matrices K .
Now we can calculate the output signal entropy H[Y ],
see Eq. (3). To this end we insert Pout in the form (36)
to the Eq. (3), then change the integration variables from
~Y to ~N =
   !
L^ 1Y . Next using the fact that the Jacobian
det[J ] has the unit absolute value we perform integration
over ~N2 and obtain:
H[Y ] = H[X] + (M 0  M) Z
d ~N1P
(M)
X [
~N1] log 2[ ~N1]; (40)
where
H[X] =  
Z
d ~N1P
(M)
X [
~N1] logP
(M)
X [
~N1] (41)
is the entropy of the input signal X, see Eq. (5).
Next, we calculate the conditional entropy H[Y jX],
see Eq. (4). This calculation is similar to one per-
formed above. First, we perform the integration over
~X2. Then we change the variables ~X1 to ~Z
0
1 =
~X1  
6   !
L^ 1Y 1   K 11 1K1 2
   !
L^ 1Y 2. Then we change the variables
~Y to ~N =
   !
L^ 1Y . After that we perform integration over
~N and then over ~Z 01. Finally, we obtain the conditional
entropy H[Y jX] in the leading order in 1=SNR:
H[Y jX] = M 0  
Z
d~Z 01P
(M)
X [
~Z 01] log 1[~Z
0
1] Z
d~Z 01P
(M)
X [
~Z 01] log 2[~Z
0
1]: (42)
To obtain the mutual information (1) we subtract
H[Y jX], see Eq. (42), from H[Y ], see Eq. (40), and
get
IP [X] = H[X] M +
Z
d~Z 01P
(M)
X [
~Z 01] log 1[~Z
0
1]: (43)
Note that the mutual information IP [X] depends only on
M complex coecients (meaning channels), whereas the
entropies (40) and (42) depend on M 0 complex parame-
ters. One can see that in the leading order in 1=SNR our
result (43) contains the initial signal entropy H[X] and
the logarithm of the normalization factor 1 averaged
over the initial signal distribution P
(M)
X . Therefore to
calculate IP [X] we have to know the normalization factor
1.
IV. FIRST NONLINEAR CORRECTION
In this section we consider the mutual information (43)
in dierent regimes in the case when the input signal PDF
P
(M)
X has the Gaussian form. First, we examine the mu-
tual information in the limit of small nonlinearity: when
the dimensionless parameter ~ = PaveL is small. In this
case we calculate the rst nonzero nonlinear correction to
the mutual information for the arbitrary dispersion pa-
rameter . Secondly, we consider the mutual information
for the arbitrary nonlinearity and zero dispersion.
To nd the mutual information (43) at small ~ we
should calculate the initial signal entropy H[X], see
Eq. (41), and the normalization factor 1. We use the
Gaussian input signal PDF P
(M)
X in the form
P
(M)
X [
~X1] = PG[ ~X1] = P e
 j ~X1j2=P ; (44)
where P is consistent with the normalization condition
(14) and has the form:
P = (=(P ))
M : (45)
The input signal PDF in the form (44) means that
the average signal power (13) is Pave = PW=(2) 
Pnoise = QLW=(2). The normalization condition readsR
d ~X1PG[ ~X1] = 1. Substitution of the PDF (44) into
Eq. (41) and the following integration yields:
H[X] =M +M log(P=): (46)
To calculate the averaged log 1 over PDF PG[ ~X1] in
Eq. (43) in the leading and next-to-leading order in ~
we have to factorize  in the form of the path-integral
Eq. (17), see Eq. (38). We divide the integration region
W 0 of variable ! in the action Eq. (18) into two subre-
gionsW andW 0nW . The rst subregionW results in the
normalization factor 1 whereas the subregion W
0 nW
results in the factor 2. Despite the nonlinearity term in
the action (18) the elds ! for the dierent subregions
do not mix in these orders in ~. Therefore  can be ex-
pressed as the product of two path-integrals. The rst
integral contains the elds ! for ! from the subregion
W and corresponds to 1. The second one corresponds
to 2. Therefore the normalization factor 1 can be ex-
pressed in the form of the path-integral (17) where all
frequencies are from W subregion.
The details of the factorization of the normalization
factor  in the time domain are presented in the Ap-
pendix B. The calculation of the averaged log 1 over
PDF PG[ ~X1] is placed in the Appendix C. Here we
present only the nal result:
IPG[X] =M log SNR M
e2
3
g(e) +O(e 4); (47)
where g(e) is the function of dimensionless parametere = LW 2, see Eqs. (C32), (C36), (C37):
g(e) = 4! 1X
n=0
( 1)ne2n (4n+ 2)! + (1 + 2n)!2
22n 1(2n+ 4)!(4n+ 3)!(1 + 2n)2
: (48)
One can check that g(e = 0) = 1. In the case whene  1 the asymptotics for the function (48) reads
g(e)  16e
 
log
e
2
+ E   23
6
!
+O
e 3=2 ; (49)
where E  0:577 is the Euler constant. The function
g(e) is plotted in Fig. 1. Note that the result (47) is
200 400 600 800
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
e
g
(
e )
Figure 1: The function g(e). The solid black line corresponds
to exact expression (48) for g(e), the red dashed line corre-
sponds to the asymptotics (49) of g(e) at large e.
proportional to the number of the meaning channels M .
7The reason for that is the denition of the mutual in-
formation through the path-integral (1). Usually instead
of the mutual information (1) the spectral eciency is
considered as the quantity which does not depend on M :
iP [X] = lim
T!1
2
TW
IP [X] =
IP [X]
M
=
log SNR  e2
3
g(e) +O(e 4); (50)
where the parameter T is the time duration of the signal.
The quantity iP [X] coincides with the per-sample mutual
information for the nondispersive case  = 0.
Let us consider the mutual information (43) at zero .
For the nondispersive case the result for the per-sample
mutual information was obtained in Ref. [12]:
i
(=0)
PG[X]
= log SNR  1
2
1Z
0
de  log

1 +
2~2
3

: (51)
One can check that at small ~ the expression (51) re-
produces the spectral eciency iPG[X], see Eq. (50), fore = 0:
i
(=0)
PG[X]
= log SNR  e2
3
+O(e 4): (52)
Let us estimate the spectral eciency iP [X] for typical
ber optical links [5]:  = 20ps2=km, L = 1000 km,  =
1:31(Wkm) 1, W = 100GHz, Pnoise = QLW=(2) =
5:3  10 4mW. For these parameters one has e =
LW 2  200, and g(e)  0:42. Substituting these pa-
rameters to Eq. (50) we obtain
iP [X]  log [SNR]  7 10 8  SNR2 : (53)
The behavior of the spectral eciency for dierent
channels is plotted in Fig. 2. The result (53) is plotted by
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Figure 2: The spectral eciency iP [X] for dierent e. The
solid black line, red long-dashed line, blue dashed, blue
dashed-dotted line correspond to iP [X] for a linear channel
(Shannon's result), channel for the dispersion e = 200, see
Eq. (53), nondispersive channel Eq. (51), and the expansion
(52), respectively.
the red long-dashed line, the exact result for the nondis-
persive channel (51) and its expansion (52) are plotted
by the blue dashed and blue dashed-dotted lines, respec-
tively. The solid black line corresponds to the Shannon's
result
iSHP [X] = log(1 + SNR) (54)
for a linear channel ~ = 0. One can see that when
SNR . 300 (SNR . 25 dB, i.e. ~ . 0:2) the spectral
eciency for dierent channels is close to the Shannon's
result (54). For SNR large than 25 dB one observes dif-
ferent a behavior for dierent regimes. The spectral e-
ciency i
(=0)
PG[X]
, see Eq. (51), is the nondecreasing function
of the parameter SNR whereas its expansion (52) in ~
starts decreasing at SNR  32 dB. This decreasing is
explained by eliminating of higher terms of expansion in
~. It is interesting that the spectral eciency for the
channel with dispersion for e = 200, see Eq. (53), is
greater than the exact result (51) for zero dispersion in
the region SNR . 33 dB, see Fig. 3. One can also see
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Figure 3: The spectral eciency iP [X] for dierent e. The
solid black line, red long-dashed line, blue dashed, red dashed-
dotted line correspond to iP [X] for a linear channel (Shan-
non's result), channel for the dispersion e = 200, see Eq. (53),
nondispersive channel Eq. (51), and the channel for the dis-
persion e = 800, see Eq. (53), respectively.
that the spectral eciency for e = 800 depicted by the
red dashed-dotted line in Fig. 3 is greater than the ex-
act result (51) in the region SNR . 37 dB. Increasing
parameter e the rst nonlinear correction (see Eq. (50)
and asymptotics (49) of the function g(e)) goes to zero
as ~2 log(e)=e. Therefore for larger e the result (50)
is closer to Shannon's result (54) than the result (51) in
wider region in SNR.
Let us consider the applicability region of our result
(50). To calculate the spectral eciency (50) we have
used the perturbative expansion of the normalization fac-
tor 1 in the parameter ~. Formally, the applicability
region of our result (50) is dened by the conditions that
the found correction must be much less than the main
term (log SNR in our case), and also the next correc-
tion of order of ~4 must be much less than the correc-
tion of order of ~2. We can estimate the next correc-
tion in the dispersive case using the next correction in e
for the nondispersive case. Performing an expansion in
8Eq. (51) in ~ we derive that the next correction has the
form +2~4=3. However, for the dispersive case instead
of ~2 we have an additional suppression factor g(e)  1.
And there is an indication that at large e, the eective
parameter of the perturbative series is ~2 log(e)=e rather
than ~2: see Eq. (49). Physically it means that in the
case of large e the dispersion leads to signal spreading in
time domain. It results in the amplitude decreasing and
thereby decreasing of the nonlinear term in the equation
(7). Therefore the eective expansion parameter should
be suppressed at large e. And we can estimate the next
correction in the dispersive case as  +(g(e)~2)2. There-
fore by increasing the parameter e we increase the SNR
region of applicability of our result (50). Providing the
validity of the indication about the parameter of the per-
turbative series our result (53) for e = 200 is applicable
in the region SNR . 30 dB, whereas for e = 800 the
region is SNR . 35 dB.
V. CONCLUSION
We have derived the analytical expression for the mu-
tual information IP [X] of the channel modelled by the
nonlinear Schrodinger equation with the additive Gaus-
sian noise at large SNR. We have calculated analytically
the rst nonlinear correction to the mutual information
in the nonlinearity parameter ~ = LPave. We have ana-
lyzed the obtained result for dierent values of the disper-
sion parameter , and we have shown that there is the
region in parameter SNR where the spectral eciency
(50) for nonzero dispersion channel is greater than the
exact result (51) for the nondispersive channel. We have
also shown that our result for the spectral eciency (50)
for nonzero dispersion approaches the expression (52) de-
rived in Ref. [12] in the case when  tends to zero.
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Appendix A: CLASSICAL SOLUTION OF THE
EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATION S[	] = 0
In Ref.[19] the following representation for the condi-
tional probability P [Y jX] was obtained:
P [Y jX] =  exp

 S[	]
Q

;
 =
(z=L)=0Z
(z=0)=0
D exp

  1
Q
(S[	 + ]  S[	])

; (A1)
where the action S[ ] in (A1) reads in the time domain
S[ ] =
LZ
0
dz
Z
T
dt jL[ (z; t)]j2 ;
L[ ] = @z + i@2t    i j j2 : (A2)
Here T is a time interval containing both signals X(t)
and Y (t). In the following discretization scheme we use
the relations between T and discretization intervals in
the time domain (t for the dense time grid with M
0
intervals and ~t for the coarse time sub-grid with M
intervals) and in the frequency domain (!):
T =
1
!
=M 0t =M ~t =
2
W
M =
2
W 0
M 0: (A3)
The function 	 in Eq. (A1) is the solution (referred to
as the classical solution) of the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion S[	] = 0 with the boundary conditions: 	(0) =
X ; 	(L) = Y . In the time domain this equation for
	(z; t) has a notedly simple form 
@z + i@
2
t   2ij	(z; t)j2
L[	(z; t)] +
i	2(z; t)L[	(z; t)] = 0;
L[	(z; t)] =  @z + i@2t   ij	(z; t)j2	(z; t); (A4)
and the function 	(z; t) obeys the boundary conditions:
	(0; t) = X(t), 	(L; t) = Y (t). The bar in Eq. (A4) and
hereafter means complex conjugation.
It is convenient to introduce the function (z; t) which
is the solution of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation
(NLSE)
@z(z; t) + i@
2
t(z; t)  i (z; t)j(z; t)j2 = 0 (A5)
with the boundary condition (0; t) = X(t). One can see
that the equation (A5) can be written as
L[(z; t)] = 0: (A6)
Therefore it is obvious that the function (z; t) obeys the
equation Eq. (A4) and the boundary condition at z = 0,
but it does not obey the boundary condition at z = L.
It globally minimizes the action as well: S[(z; t)] = 0.
Since we imply that the noise power is much less than
9the signal power we can present the solution of Eq. (A4)
in the form
	(z; t) = (z; t) + {(z; t) ; (A7)
where the function {(z; t) is of order of
p
Q for unsup-
pressed congurations 	(z; t). Therefore we substitute
the function 	 in the form (A7) to the Eq. (A4), then
linearizing Eq. (A4) in {(z; t) we obtain the following
linear problem on {(z; t): 
@z + i@
2
t   2ij(z; t)j2

l[{] + i2(z; t)l[{] = 0;
l[{] =
 
@z + i@
2
t

{(z; t) 
i

2{(z; t)j(z; t)j2 + {(z; t)2(z; t)

; (A8)
with the boundary conditions
{(z = 0; t) = 0;
{(z = L; t) = Y (t)  (L; t)  Y (t): (A9)
Being rewritten explicitly Eq. (A8) has the following form
h  
@z + i@
2
t
2   4ijj2  @z + i@2t   52jj4 +
4
 

@2 
@t2
+
@@t
2 + @jj2@t @t
!i
{ +
2
h
  2jj2 + 2 @2t + 
@2
@t
@t +

@
@t
2i
{ = 0; (A10)
where we have used that (z; t) is the solution of Eq.
(A5). In the frequency domain the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion S[	] = 0 for the solution 	!(z) has the form [19]:
 
@z   i!2
2
	!(z)  i
Z
d!1d!2d!3
(2)2
 (! + !3   !1   !2)
n
4	!2(z)
	!3(z)

@z   i!21

	!1(z) 
i
 
!2   !21   !22 + !23

	!1(z)	!2(z)
	!3(z)
o
 
32
Z
d!1d!2d!4d!5d!6
(2)4
 (!1 + !2 + !4   !5   !6   !)	!1(z)	!2(z)	!4(z) 	!5(z) 	!6(z) = 0; (A11)
with the boundary conditions: 	!(0) = X(!), 	!(L) = Y (!). The equation (A10) for the function { can be rewritten
in the frequency domain as follows: 
@z   i!2
2 {!(z)  i Z d!1d!2d!3
(2)2
 (! + !3   !1   !2)
n
4!2(z)
!3(z)

@z   i!21

{!1(z) 
i
 
!2   !21   !22 + !23

!2(z)

2{!1(z)!3(z) + {!3(z)!1(z)
 o 
2
Z
d!1d!2d!4d!5d!6
(2)4
 (!1 + !2 + !4   !5   !6   !)!2(z)!4(z)!5(z)
 5{!1(z)!6(z) + 2{!6(z)!1(z) = 0: (A12)
Of course, Eq. (A12) can be obtained from Eq. (A11) by
the linearization procedure using Eq. (A5) for the func-
tion !(z).
In our model there are two grids both in frequency and
time domains. In the frequency domain W we have M
grid points corresponding to the meaning complex chan-
nels andM 0 M points in the domainW 0nW correspond-
ing to the channels with zero input signal X(!). These
grids in the frequency domain relate with the coarse and
dense grids in the time domain. Grid points in the coarse
time grid are separated by intervals ~t = T=M = 2=W
and carry information about M meaning channels. The
dense time grid contains M 0 points separated by inter-
vals t = T=M
0 = 2=W 0, see Eq. (A3). The signals
X(tk) in M
0  M remnant points are uniquely dened
by the signals on the coarse grid. Therefore to obtain
Eqs. (A11) and (A12) in our frequency discretization
scheme we should perform the following substitutions:
@2t(z; t)!  
2k!k(z);
 (!i1 + !i2 + : : :)!
(M 0) (i1 + i2 + : : :)
2!
;Z
d!
2
: : :! !
M 0 1X
j0=0
; (A13)
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where we use the notations:
!n0 =  W 0=2 + 2!n0;

n0 = 2 sin[
n0
M 0
]
M 0
T
= 2M 0! sin[
n0
M 0
] (A14)
for n0 = 0; 1; : : : ;M 0   1, and in Eq. (A13) we use
(M)(k) =
1
M
M 1X
n=0
e 2i
n
M k =
1X
m= 1
k;mM : (A15)
Appendix B: FACTORIZATION OF
PRE-EXPONENTIAL FACTOR 
Let us consider the separation of dierent scales in the
conditional PDF P [Y jX] when PDF P [Y jX] is consid-
ered under an integral over X together with the initial
signal PDF P [X] which has the following form in the
frequency domain:
P [ ~X] = P
(M)
X [
~X1]

~X2

; (B1)
where 

~X2

means 2(M 0   M)-dimensional delta-
function corresponding M 0  M complex remnant chan-
nels. We remind that the vector notations (introduced
in the main text of our manuscript, see the beginning of
the Section III) ~X = ~X1  ~X2 relate to the frequency
domain: ~X1 is 2M -dimensional vector corresponding to
M meaning complex channels in the frequency domain
W , whereas ~X2 is 2(M
0  M)-dimensional vector corre-
sponding to remnant M 0  M complex channels in the
frequency domain W 0 nW . Now we are going to demon-
strate the factorization property of P [Y jX] in the time
domain.
In the leading order in 1=SNR the conditional PDF
P [Y jX] can be obtained by substituting 	 in the form
	 =  + { to the Eq. (A1). After obvious transforma-
tions, see Section III, we obtain:
P [Y jX]  [X] e S2[{]=Q ; (B2)
where the action S2[] is quadratic functional in  and
it reads, see Eq. (23),
S2[] = t
M 0 1X
k=0

N 1X
n=1
Leff [(zn; tk)]; (B3)
where t = T=M
0 is the discretization parameter in the
time domain: tk = kt, k = 0; 1; : : : ;M
0  1. In Eq. (B3)
 = L=N is the distance discretization parameter: zn =
n, n = 1; 2; : : : ; N   1. In the action (B3) we have
introduced the Lagrangian:
Leff [{] =
@z{(zn; tk) + i@2t {(zn; tk) 
i

2{(zn; tk)j(zn; tk)j2 + {(zn; tk)2(zn; tk)
2: (B4)
Here derivatives should be regarded as dierence deriva-
tives in our discretization scheme. The function {(z; t)
in the exponent (B2) is the solution of the Euler-
Lagrange equation  Leff [{]={ = 0 which coincides
with Eq. (A10) with the boundary conditions {(z =
0; t) = 0, {(z = L; t) = Y (t)   (L; t). Here (L; t) =
L^X(t) is the solution of NLSE with the zero noise and
with the input boundary condition, see Eq. (A6). The
normalization factor [X] has the form
[X] =
(L;t)=0Z
(0;t)=0
D e  tQ
PM0 1
k=0 
PN 1
n=1 Leff [(zn;tk)] : (B5)
Note that the sum in Eq. (B3) is performed over the dense
time grid. To demonstrate the factorization we have to
separate the scales in the action into the coarse and dense
parts. In other words, we have to separate the summa-
tion over M meaning channels and M 0   M remnant
channels. The scale separation procedure in some sense
is similar to Wilson's renormalization procedure for the
Lagrangian Leff [{], see [25]. But in our approximation
the Lagrangian (B4) is quadratic functional in { that is
why there are no corrections to the eective action when
we perform integration over remnant 2(M 0 M) degrees
of freedom {(z; tk) where tk runs through values only
on the dense grid without the coarse sub-grid. Let us
demonstrate this fact.
First we perform the separation of variables:
{(z; tk) = {(c)(z; tk) + {(d)(z; tk); (B6)
Y (tk) = Y
(c)(tk) + Y
(d)(tk);
where {(c)(z; tk), or Y (c)(tk), is completely dened only
by the values {(c)(z; T~i), or Y (c)(T~i), on the coarse
time grid T~i =
~i~t, ~i = 0; 1; : : : ;M   1. Here and
below superscript (c) means coarse variable. In
other words, the function {(c)(z; tk) evaluated in all grid
points is the interpolation of some order (i.e. the in-
terpolating polynomial degree) N0 > 2 calculated on
the base of values {(c)(z; T~i) of the coarse time grid.
The function {(c)(z; tk) coincides with {(z; T~i) when tk
falls on the coarse time grid T~i (i.e. k = [
~iM 0=M ],
~i = 0; 1; : : : ;M   1), i.e. {(d)(z; tk) = 0 on the coarse
grid. In other grid points of the dense grid the function
{(c)(z; tk) smoothly interpolates the values of {(z; tk)
with interpolation order N0 > 2: {(d) = O(~N0t ) and
@2t {(d)(z; tk) = O(~N0 2t ), where we have used that
@2t {(z; tk) = @2t {(c)(z; tk)+@2t {(d)(z; tk), here the deriva-
tives are assumed as the dierence derivatives on the
dense grid. The boundary conditions are as follows:
{(c)(0; tk) = 0;
{(c)(L; tk) = Y (c)(tk)  (c)(L; tk);
{(d)(0; tk) = 0;
{(d)(L; tk) = Y (d)(tk)  (d)(L; tk); (B7)
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where we have used that (L; tk) has the coarse and
dense parts as well:
(z; tk) = 
(c)(z; tk) + 
(d)(z; tk);
(d)(z; tk) = O(~N0t ): (B8)
Note that if we consider (B2) under the integral over
DX with the initial signal PDF (B1), then the function
(z; tk) is the (nonlinear) function of the input signal
only on the coarse time grid X(T~i). This means that
the dense part (d)(z; tk) = O(~N0t ) is always small for
suciently large M .
Now we insert the representation (B6) in the action
(B3). The action fractionizes into three parts
S2[{] = t
M 0 1X
k=0

N 1X
n=1
Leff [{(zn; tk)] = t
M 0 1X
k=0

N 1X
n=1
Leff [{(c)(zn; tk)] + t
M 0 1X
k=0

N 1X
n=1
Leff [{(d)(zn; tk)] +
t
M 0 1X
k=0

N 1X
n=1
Lint[{(c)(zn; tk);{(d)(zn; tk)]; (B9)
where the third part with interaction of coarse ({(c)) and dense ({(d)) degrees of freedom contains Lagrangian
Lint[{(c)(z; tk);{(d)(z; tk)] =
@z{(c)(z; tk) + i@2t {(c)(z; tk)  i

2{(c)(z; tk)j(z; tk)j2 + {(c)(z; tk)2(z; tk)


@z {(d)(z; tk)  i@2t {(d)(z; tk) + i

2{(d)(z; tk)j(z; tk)j2 + {(d)(z; tk)2(z; tk)

+ c:c: (B10)
Here c:c: means the same complex conjugated term.
The rst part in the r.h.s. of Eq. (B9) can be simplied
as follows:
t
M 0 1X
k=0

N 1X
n=1
Leff [{(c)(zn; tk)] = (B11)
~t
M 1X
~i=0

N 1X
n=1
Leff [(zn; T~i)]

1 +O(~N0 2t )

;(B12)
where ~t =
2
W = t
h
M 0=M
i
is the grid spacing of the
coarse time grid. Here we have replaced every term under
the sum over the dense grid with its average value on the
coarse grid. The accuracy in Eq. (B11) is governed by
interpolation order of the second derivative in time.
The third part in the r.h.s. of Eq. (B9) can be inte-
grated (summed) over z by part resulting in the following
expression:
t
M 0 1X
k=0

N 1X
n=1
Lint[{(c)(zn; tk);{(d)(zn; tk)] =
t
M 0 1X
k=0

N 1X
n=1

{(d)(zn; tk)
Leff [{(c)]
{
+ h:c:

+
Ssurf ; (B13)
where the variation  Leff [{(c)]={ is linear in {(c),
and it represents the l.h.s. of the Euler-Lagrange
equation (A10), i.e. for the function {(c) we obtain
Leff [{(c)]={ = O(~N0 2t ), i.e. it is always small. The
term Ssurf results from the surface term in integration
by part over z in Eq. (B13), and taking into account the
boundary conditions (B7) it reads
Ssurf = t
M 0 1X
k=0
h
Y (d)(tk)  (d)(L; tk)
i

@z{(c)(L; tk) + i@2t {(c)(L; tk) 
i

2{(c)(L; tk)j(L; tk)j2 + {(c)(L; tk)2(L; tk)

+
c:c: (B14)
We can omit the surface term (B14), since it is linear both
in the coarse and dense variables, but they are orthog-
onal when integrating over t (they have not intersecting
supports in the frequency domain). It is obvious for the
rst two terms in the parentheses in Eq. (B14). The last
terms containing (L; tk) are coarse variables as well:
we can replace (L; tk) with 
(c)(L; tk) with the interpo-
lation accuracy O(~N0t ) and then replace (c)(L; tk) with
Y (c)(tk) with the accuracy O(
p
Q) (we remind that { in
Eq. (B7) is of order of
p
Q). Then we can replace Y (c)(tk)
with the constants inside the whole interval of an coarse
space with the interpolation accuracy O(~t) and now use
the orthogonality of the coarse and dense variables.
To summarize, with the accuracy of our interpolation
O(~t) = O(1=M) we can omit the interaction term (B13),
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and our action fractionizes into coarse and dense
parts:
S2[{]  S2[{(c)] + S2[{(d)]; (B15)
where we have separated coarse and dense degrees
of freedom: S2[{(c)] depends on Y (c)(tj), and S2[{(d)]
depends on Y (d)(tj) only. Both actions are expressed
through the same Lagrangian (B4) and are represented as
the quadratic forms. The coecients of these quadratic
forms depend on input signal X only.
The factorization of , see Eq. (38), can be shown
using the normalization condition:
1 =
Z
DY P [Y jX] = 
Z
DY e S2[{]=Q; (B16)
where we have used that  does not depend on Y in the
leading order in 1=SNR. Taking into account (B16) and
(B15) we obtain
 1 =
Z
DY exp

 S2[{
(c)]
Q
  S2[{
(d)]
Q

=Z
DY (c) exp

 S2[{
(c)]
Q

DY (d) exp

 S2[{
(d)]
Q

=
 11   12 ; (B17)
or
 = 1  2 : (B18)
Here the normalization factor 1 depends on the input
signal X on the coarse grid only and reads
1 =
(L;t)=0Z
(0;t)=0
h
D(z; t)
i
M
exp
8<:  ~tQ
M 1X
~i=0

N 1X
n=1
Leff [(zn; T~i)]
9=; ;
Leff [(zn; T~i)] =
@z(zn; T~i) + i@2t (zn; T~i) 
i

2(zn; T~i)j(zn; T~i)j2 + (zn; T~i)2(zn; T~i)
2: (B19)
The measure
h
D(z; t)
i
M
is dened as
h
D(z; t)
i
M
= lim
~t!0
lim
!0
 ~t
Q
M

M 1Y
~j=0
N 1Y
i=1
n ~t
Q
dRe(zi; T~j) dIm(zi; T~j)
o
:(B20)
In Eq. (B18) the normalization factor 1 corresponds to
M meaning complex channels, and 2 corresponds to
M 0  M complex remnant channels. In this demonstra-
tion we have used that the quantity P [Y jX] is considered
under the integral over DX with the initial signal PDF
P [X], see Eq. (B1). The accuracy of our factorization is
at least O(~t) = O(1=M).
For illustration of the factorization (B18) let us con-
sider the factorization property for the conditional PDF
P [Y jX] and for  in two cases: a linear channel with
nonzero dispersion and a nonlinear nondispersive chan-
nel [12].
The linear channel ( = 0) with dispersion has this
exact property notedly simple in the frequency domain,
see e.g. [19]:
P [Y jX] = P (M)[Y jX] P (M 0 M)[Y jX] =

!
QL
M 0

exp
8<:  !QL
M 0 1X
k0=0
Y (!k0)e iL
2k0  X(!k0)2
9=; : (B21)
In the linear case the same factorization is valid for the
normalization factor acquiring the trivial form:  =
(!=(QL))
M 0
= 1  2, 1 = (!=(QL))M , 2 =
(!=(QL))
M 0 M
.
For the nonlinear ( is arbitrary) nondispersive ( = 0)
channel in the leading order in 1=SNR the factorization
property was derived in [12]. In the time domain the
quantities P [Y jX] and  are factorized:
P [Y jX] =
M 0 1Y
j=0
t
QL
1q
1 + 2j=3

exp
(
  t
QL
(1 + 42j=3)x
2
j   2jxjyj + y2j
(1 + 2j=3)
)
;(B22)
where j = L jX(tj)j2, and xj + iyj =
Y (tj)e
 i(X(tj)) ij   jX(tj)j, with (X(tj)) being
the phase of the input signal X(tj). One can see that in
the case the conditional probability is the product of the
conditional probabilities of M 0 intdependent channels in
the time domain, therefore the factorization is obvious.
Appendix C: PERTURBATIVE CALCULATION
OF MUTUAL INFORMATION
In what follows we will calculate the normalization fac-
tor 1 in the nonlinear dispersive case in the perturba-
tive expansion in nonlinearity dimensionless parametere = PaveL. We start from the general expression (43)
for the mutual information in the leading order in 1=SNR
obtained in the main text of the manuscript, see Section
III:
IP [X] = H[X] M +
Z
d ~X1P
(M)
X [
~X1] log 1[ ~X1]; (C1)
where ~X1 is 2M dimensional vector corresponding M
complex meaning channels in the frequency domain. It
is worth noting that this representation is valid for ar-
bitrary nonlinearity but in the leading order in 1=SNR.
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Now we calculate 1[ ~X1] within the perturbation the-
ory in dimensionless parameter ~  1 and perform the
averaging over Gaussian input signal PDF P
(M)
X
P
(M)
X [
~X1] = PG[ ~X1] = P e
 j ~X1j2!=P ; (C2)
where the factor P = (!=(P ))
M , is consistent with
the normalization condition
R
d ~X1P
(M)
X [
~X1] = 1. Here
! = W=(2M) = W
0=(2M 0) is the grid spacing in the
frequency domain, see Eq. (A3).
For short we introduce the notation of averaging over
~X1 as: D
f [ ~X1]
E
X
=
Z
d ~X1P
(M)
X [
~X1] f [ ~X1] ; (C3)
where f [ ~X1] is an arbitrary function of ~X1. Using the
notation (C3) the last term in (C1) can be written as:Z
d ~X1P
(M)
X [
~X1] log 1[ ~X1] = hlog 1iX : (C4)
Since the PDF (C2) has the Gaussian form we have the
following correlator

X(!k)X(!k0)

X
= P
k; k0
!
; !k =  W
2
+ 2 !k; (C5)
where k; k0 = 0; 1; : : : ;M   1
From the representation (B19) we obtain the following
expression for 1[ ~X1] in the frequency domain
1[ ~X1] =
(L;!)=0Z
(0;!)=0
h
D(z; !)
i
M

exp
(
 !
Q
M 1X
k=0

N 1X
n=1
Leff [(zn; !k)]
)
; (C6)
where the measure reads:h
D(z; !)
i
M
= lim
!!0
lim
!0
 !
Q
M

N 1Y
n=1
M 1Y
k=0
n !
Q
dRe(zn; !k) dIm(zn; !k)
o
:(C7)
Now we present the Lagrangian Leff as a sum:
Leff = L(0)eff + L(1)eff + L(2)eff : (C8)
Here the rst term is the leading order term in e and it
reads
L(0)eff [(zn; !k)] =
(@z   i 
2k)(zn; !k)2 ; (C9)
where we have introduced the notation

k = 2 sin[
k
M
]
M
T
= 2M! sin[
k
M
] =
W

sin[
k
M
]; (C10)
see Eq. (A14). In the continuous limit M ! 1 we will
assume that 
k  2!k = !k +W=2. The second term
in the Lagrangian (C8) reads
L(1)eff [(zn; !k)] = 2Im
n 
(@z + i 

2
k)
(zn; !k)

2!
M 1X
k1=0
M 1X
k2=0
M 1X
k3=0
(M)(k1 + k2   k3   k)h
2(zn; !k1)(zn; !k2)
(zn; !k3) +
(zn; !k3)(zn; !k1)(zn; !k2)
io
; (C11)
where (M)(k1 + k2   k3   k) is dened in Eq. (A15).
In the following calculation we will use the function
(zn; !k) in the leading and next-to-leading order in :
(z; !k)  (0)(z; !k) + (1)(z; !k), where
(0)(z; !k0) = e
i 
2
k0zX(!k0); (C12)
(1)(z; !k0) = ie
i 
2
k0z2!
M 1X
k01=0
M 1X
k02=0
M 1X
k03=0
K(; z)
X(!k01)X(!k02)
X(!k03)(M)(k
0
1 + k
0
2   k03   k0); (C13)
for k0 = 0; 1; : : : ;M   1, here 
k0 is dened in Eq. (C10),
 = (k0; k01; k
0
2; k
0
3) = iL(

2k0 +

2k03
  
2k01   

2
k02
), and
K(; z) =
 
1  e z=L =.
The third term in the Lagrangian reads
L(2)eff [(zn; !k)] = 22!
M 1X
k1=0
M 1X
k2=0
M 1X
k3=0
(M)(k1 + k2   k3   k)2!
M 1X
k01=0
M 1X
k02=0
M 1X
k03=0
(M)(k
0
1 + k
0
2   k03   k) 
2(zn; !k1)(zn; !k2)
(zn; !k3) +
(zn; !k3)(zn; !k1)(zn; !k2)

2(zn; !k01)
(zn; !k02)(zn; !k03) + (zn; !k03)
(zn; !k01)
(zn; !k02)

: (C14)
Let us stress that everywhere the derivatives with respect to z, i.e. @z(zn; !k) encountered with
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other elds (zn; !k) in the same point zn =
n, are assumed as the dierence derivatives in
the causative manner: f [@z(zn; !k);(zn; !k)] =
f [((zn+1; !k)  (zn; !k)) =;(zn; !k)], as provided
by our approach [19]. In what follows for brevity sake
we will write a sum over z (
PN 1
n=1 : : :) as an integral
(
R L
0
dz : : :).
We present the perturbative expansion in e of the nor-
malization factor 1, see Eq. (C6), in the form:
1 = 
(0)
1 + 
(1)
1 + 
(2)
1 +O(e3); (C15)
where 
(m)
1 is of order of em.
Thus the last term in the expression (C1) for the mu-
tual information has the following expansion in e:
hlog 1iX =
D
log 
(0)
1
E
X
+
*

(1)
1

(0)
1
+
X
+0@*(2)1

(0)
1
+
X
  1
2
* 

(1)
1

(0)
1
!2+
X
1A+O(e3): (C16)
The order 0. Retaining only the rst term (C9) in
the exponent in Eq. (C6) we arrive at:

(0)
1 =
(L;!)=0Z
(0;!)=0
h
D(z; !)
i
M

e 
!
Q
PM 1
k=0
R L
0
dzj(@z i 
2k)(z;!k)j2 =

!
QL
M
:(C17)
By taking into account that for the Gaussian distribution
(C2) the input entropy has the form
H[X] =M  M log [!=(P )] ; (C18)
the expression for log 
(0)
1 results in the leading (Shan-
non's) contribution M logP=(QL) to the mutual infor-
mation.
For the path-integral (C6) we introduce the averaging
h: : :i over elds (z; !) dened as
h(: : :)i = 1

(0)
1
(L;!)=0Z
(0;!)=0
h
D(z; !)
i
M
(: : :)
exp
8<: !Q
M 1X
k=0
LZ
0
dz
(@z   i 
2k)(z; !k)2
9=; :(C19)
The paired correlator for this averaging can be calculated
explicitly:
h(z; !k)(z0; !k0)i =
 Q
!
k;k0G(z; z
0) exp

i 
2k(z   z0)

;
h(z; !k)(z0; !k0)i = 0; (C20)
where
G(z; z0) = z
z0   L
L
(z0   z) + z0 z   L
L
(z   z0) (C21)
is the Green function of the operator @2z with the bound-
ary conditions G(0; z0) = G(L; z0) = 0. In the notations
(C19) we can present the mutual information (C1) as
a sum of Shannon's contribution and the term which is
accountable for the impact of nonlinearity:
IP [X] =M log [P=(QL)] +*
log

exp

 Snl[(z; !)]
Q


+
X
;
Snl[(z; !)] =
LZ
0
dz!
M 1X
k=0

L(1)eff + L(2)eff

: (C22)
The order 1. For the second term in the r.h.s. of
Eq. (C16) we have
*

(1)
1

(0)
1
+
X
=
 
*
1
Q
LZ
0
dz!
M 1X
k=0
D
L(1)eff [(z; !k)]

=(0)
E

+
X
; (C23)
where L(1)eff is given by the expression (C11) with the
function (z; !k) being replaced with the zero order term
(0)(z; !k), see Eq. (C12). Performing the averaging
h: : :i by virtue of Eq. (C20) we obtain that the contri-
bution (C23) vanishes as the imaginary part of the real
value: *

(1)
1

(0)
1
+
X
= 0: (C24)
It means that there are no corrections to the mutual in-
formation (C1) of order of e.
The order 2. Let us consider the rst term in
Eq. (C16) of order of 2. There are three contributions
to the quantity 
(2)
1 :

(2)
1 = 
(2:1)
1 + 
(2:2)
1 + 
(2:3)
1 : (C25)
The rst contribution 
(2:1)
1 in (C25) comes from the
next-to-leading order expansion of the function (z; !)
in the expression (C11) for L(1)eff : see Eq. (C13). For this
contribution we can write the following representation
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
(2:1)
1

(0)
1
=  4
Q
Im
* LZ
0
dz !
M 1X
k=0
(@z + i 

2
k)
(z; !k) 
2
!
M 1X
k1=0
M 1X
k2=0
M 1X
k3=0
(M)(k1 + k2   k3   k)
h
(z; !k1)

(0)(z; !k2)
(1)(z; !k3) + 
(1)(z; !k2)
(0)(z; !k3)

+ (z; !k3)
(0)(z; !k1)
(1)(z; !k2)
i+

; (C26)
where (0) is given by Eq. (C12), and (1) is given
by Eq. (C13). After averaging h: : :i with the help
of Eq. (C20) we use Eqs. (C12) and (C13) to ndD

(2:1)
1 =
(0)
1
E
X
. From the Wick theorem [25, 26] with
the correlator (C5) applied to the averaging over X we
nd that all pairings cancel with each other:*

(2:1)
1

(0)
1
+
X
= 0: (C27)
The second contribution 
(2:2)
1 in (C25) comes from L(2)eff ,
see Eq. (C14), where (z; !) is considered in the leading
order in , see Eq. (C12). For this contribution we can
write the following representation

(2:2)
1

(0)
1
=   1
Q
LZ
0
dz !
M 1X
k=0
D
L(2)eff [(z; !k)]

=(0)
E

: (C28)
The averaging h: : :i is straightforward. To nd the
quantity
D

(2:2)
1 =
(0)
1
E
X
we use the Wick theorem [25,
26] with the correlator Eq. (C5). After Wick pairing we
verify that the dependence on  vanishes for this quan-
tity. Finally, we have*

(2:2)
1

(0)
1
+
X
=  5
3
Me2: (C29)
Here we have used the value of the integralR L
0
G(z; z)dz =  L2=6 with the Green function
(C21). When obtaining (C29) we also used thatPM 1
k=0 (M)(k1+k2 k3 k) = 1, where 0  ki M 1,
see Eq. (A15).
The third contribution 
(2:3)
1 in (C25) comes from
the expansion of the exponent in Eq. (C22) of order ofh
L(1)eff
i2
:

(2:3)
1

(0)
1
=
1
2Q2
LZ
0
dz1
LZ
0
dz2 
2
!
M 1X
k=0
M 1X
k0=0D
L(1)eff [(z1; !k)]L(1)eff [(z2; !0k)]

=(0)
E

;(C30)
where L(1)eff appears in Eq. (C30) through the represen-
tation (C11) with (z; !) being replaced with the lead-
ing order term (0)(z; !k), see Eq. (C12). The calcula-
tion of the contribution
D

(2:3)
1 =
(0)
1
E
X
to the r.h.s. of
Eq. (C16) is the most cumbersome but straightforward.
Here we present the result of the calculation:*

(2:3)
1

(0)
1
+
X
=Me2 5
3
  1
3
g(e) ; (C31)
where the function g(e) (e = LW 2 is dimensionless dis-
persion parameter) can be presented in our discretization
scheme in the form of a triple sum:
g(e) =
1
M3
M 1X
k1;k2;k3=0
F
 e
2
h

2k1 +

2k2   
2k3   
2k1+k2 k3
i
:(C32)
The function F () in Eq. (C32) is the result of integration
of the derivatives of the dimensionless Green function,
G0(1; 2) = 1(2   1)(2   1) + 2(1   1)(1   2),
see Eq. (C21),
F () =  12
1Z
0
d1
1Z
0
d2
@G0(1; 2)
@1
@G0(1; 2)
@2

e 2i(1 2) = 3
2   sin2()
4
=
4!
1X
s=0
( 1)s(2)2s
(2s+ 4)!
; (C33)
and for convenience it is normalized as F (0) = 1.
The last term of order of 2 in Eq. (C16) is zero for
the same reasons as in Eq. (C24).* 

(1)
1

(0)
1
!2+
X
= 0: (C34)
Now we call together all terms in Eq. (C16): Eqs.
(C17), (C24), (C27), (C29), (C31), and (C34). Finally,
we obtain the following expression for the mutual infor-
mation in the leading order in 1=SNR for the Gaussian
PDF (C2):
IPG[X] =M

log SNR  e2
3
g(e)+O(e 4); (C35)
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where M is the number of complex meaning channels.
This number is implied to be largeM  1. In the contin-
uous limit of suciently largeM we present g(e) through
the integral:
g(e) =
1Z
0
dx1
1Z
0
dx2
1Z
0
dx3F
 e
4
(x1   x3)(x2   x3)
!
; (C36)
where we have used the expansion of 
k, see Eq. (C10),
when the argument of the sinus is close to zero or to ,
and we have used the identity x21 + x
2
2   x23   (x1 + x2  
x3)
2 =  2(x1   x3)(x2   x3). To calculate analytically
the integral (C36) one can perform the series expansion
(C33) for F () and the term by term integration for the
polynomials (x1   x3)2n(x2   x3)2n:
g(e) = 4! 1X
n=0
an
( 1)n(e=2)2n
(2n+ 4)!
;
an =
1Z
0
dx1
1Z
0
dx2
1Z
0
dx3(x1   x3)2n(x2   x3)2n =
2
(1 + 2n)2

1
3 + 4n
+
 (2 + 2n)2
 (4 + 4n)

: (C37)
The series (C37) can be calculated in the term of the
generalized hypergeometric functions.
For e = 0 we have g(0) = 1 and we arrive at the result
[12] for the nondispersive channel in expansion in e:
IP [X] =M log SNR M e2
3
+O(e 4): (C38)
For large e we can consider the asymptotics of the
function g(e) obtained from the integral representation
(C36):
g(e) = 16e
 
log
e
2
+ E   23
6
!
+O
e 3=2 : (C39)
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